The existence of best Chebyshev approximations by an alternating family on closed subsets of an interval is considered. In varisolvent approximation, existence on subsets of sufficiently low density is guaranteed if the best approximation on the interval is of maximum degree. The paper studies the case in which the best approximation is not of maximum degree and shows that in many common cases, no such guarantee is possible.
Abstract.
The existence of best Chebyshev approximations by an alternating family on closed subsets of an interval is considered. In varisolvent approximation, existence on subsets of sufficiently low density is guaranteed if the best approximation on the interval is of maximum degree. The paper studies the case in which the best approximation is not of maximum degree and shows that in many common cases, no such guarantee is possible. The best known alternating approximation functions are varisolvent approximating functions, discussed in Rice [10, 3ff] (we assume that the difficulty with a nonzero constant error curve [1] does not occur). In [7] it is shown that if F is varisolvent and the best approximation to / on [a, ß] is of maximum degree, best approximations exist to / on all subsets Y of sufficiently low density. We wish to consider the case in which the best approximation on [a,ß] is not of maximum degree.
1. Irregularity. The author's study of several alternating approximating functions suggests that a key property is that of irregularity, introduced in [4] .
Definition. F is a-irregular at A if for any triple (x,y,e), a < x < ß, y a real number, and e > 0, there is a parameter B E P such that | F(77, a) -y\ < e and \F{B,w) -F{A,w)\ < e, x < w < ß.
Definition. F is ß-irregular at A if for any triple {x,y, e), a < x < ß, y a real number, and e > 0, there is a parameter B E P such that | F(5, ß) ->>| < e and \FiB,w) -FiA,w)\ < e, a < w < x.
Not all alternating approximating functions of variable degree exhibit irregularity (an example of variable degree without irregularity is given in [6, pp. 104-105]) but all the "naturally occurring" ones seem to have this property. A point is called an extremum of / -F{A*, ■) if plus or minus the norm of / -FiA*, ■) is attained there. If each extremum is part of a (nondegenerate) closed interval of extrema, every sufficiently dense subset will contain alternating extrema off -FiA*, ■) and FiA*, ■) will be best on the subset. That is why we require in the following theorem that the set of extrema be nowhere dense.
4. Endpoint extrema. Theorem 1. Let F be a-irregular at A*. Let the set of extrema off -FiA*, ■) be nowhere dense and a be an extremum. Then there exists a sequence {Xk} -* [a,ß] such that no best approximation exists to f on Xk.
Proof. Assume f{a) -FiA*,a) > 0. Let e = fia) -FiA*,a), Xk = {a} U {x: \f{x) -F(A*,x)\ < e -l/k), l/k < e. As/(a) -F(A*,cx) = e, there is no approximant F(A, •) with ||/-F(A, -)\\k = e -\/k, that is, no best approximation to / exists on Xk.
The same theorem holds for ß-irregularity and ß an extremum. The set Xk in the proof of the theorem is infinite. If we want a finite set on which existence fails, we can choose X'k a finite subset of Xk such that ii){a,xk,...,xk}GX'k, iü)X'k.y GX'k, (iii) dist (X^,^) < \/k. 5. Endpoints not extrema. If endpoints are not extrema, best approximations may exist on all subsets of sufficiently low density. Consider approximation by the family of ordinary rational functions Rx[a, ß] of ratios p/q of constants p to first degree polynomials q, qix) > 0 for a < x < ß. Theorem 2. Let RiA*, ■) be best to f in R\[ct,ß] and no endpoint be an extremum. There exists a best approximation to fon all subsets of sufficiently low density which contain the endpoints.
Proof. The only element of Rx[a,ß] of less than maximum degree is the zero function, so we need only consider the case R(A*, •) = 0. Choose X such that it contains a point x with (1) |/W|>max{|/(a)|,|/(/3)|}.
Suppose no best approximation exists on X. A best generalized rational in the sense of Goldstein [10, pp. 85-88] exists and since it is not an ordinary rational, it must be of the form 0/(a + bx), a + bx > 0 for x E X. It is, therefore, zero except on one endpoint. But from (1) it is easily seen that such a function is no better than zero and we have a contradiction. Exactly the same theorem holds for approximation by F(A,x) = a!exp (a2x) with subsets finite. The proof is the same except that in place of Goldstein's approach, we use the result that best approximations exist on finite X if we add all functions zero except on an endpoint of X [5].
6. Rationals with degeneracy > 2. Consider approximation by ordinary rationals R^[a,ß]. uniformly on Xk ~ {y}; hence ||/-RiAj, -)\\k -» e -l/k. Let R{A*, •) have degree /; then there exists {xfa,... ,xf} E Xk, where a < Xq < • • • < xjf < ß and y is one of the set, such that / -R{A*, ■) alternates in sign on the set and has the absolute value e -l/k except on y. By arguments similar to those of Theorem 1, no best approximation to/exists on Xk.
Theorem 3 could be generalized by defining a type of irregularity at an interior point, namely taking an arbitrary value on the point and being uniformly close except on a neighbourhood of that point. However, there may exist no other family of interest for which such a type of irregularity holds.
